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ABSTRACT
We present a novel framework for easy creation of interactive, platform-independent voice-services with an animated 3D talking-head interface, on mobile phones. The framework supports automated multi-modal interaction using speech and 3D graphics. We address the difficulty of synchronizing the audio stream to the animation and discuss alternatives for distributed network control of the animation and application logic. We document the ability of modern mobile devices to handle such applications and show that the power consumption trade-off of rendering on the mobile phone versus streaming from the server favors the phone. The presented tools will empower developers and researchers in future research and usability studies in the area of mobile talking-head applications. These may be used for example in entertainment, commerce, health care or education.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Natural language, Voice I/O; I.3 [Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism]: Animation, Virtual reality; C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed applications

General Terms
Performance, Design, Experimentation, Human Factors

Keywords
Voice Interaction, Cellphone, Rendering, Talking Assistant, Power Consumption

1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid proliferation of mobile devices over the past decade and their enormous improvements in terms of computing power and display quality opens new possibilities in using 3D representations for complementing voice-based user interaction. Their rendering power allows creation of new user interfaces that combine 3D graphics with speech recognition and synthesis. Likewise, powerful speech-recognition and synthesis tools are becoming widely available on mobile clients or readily accessible over the network, using standardized protocols and APIs. The presented 3-dimensional talking head on a mobile phone display represents a promising alternative to the traditional menu/windows/icons interface for sophisticated applications, or a more complete and natural communication alternative to purely voice- or tone-based interaction. Such interface has proven many time to be useful as a virtual news reader [6], weather forecast [26], healthcare communication assistant [20] blog enhancement [27] and can be very useful especially in developing regions where people often cannot read and write.

So far, talking-head interfaces have been used mostly on desktop PCs. Existing frameworks for talking-head development on desktop PCs [48, 7] have inspired our work. Emerging electronics such as mobile phones, pocket computers or embedded devices now possess enough power to enable a talking-head interface, but lack tools for creating such applications. In this paper we propose an effective architecture for interactive, fully-automated 3D-talking-head applications on a mobile client (see Fig. 1) and implement a framework for easy creation of such applications.
The main contributions of this work are:

- we document that performance limits of contemporary mobile devices are sufficient for running a 3D+audio interface by practical experiments and benchmarks;
- we describe practical techniques of synchronizing the audio stream and visual animation to deliver convincing talking-head interaction on the mobile device;
- we present a platform-independent prototype implementation of a distributed framework for creating and generating the 3D-talking-head applications.

By providing a general tool for creating interactive talking-head applications on mobile platforms, we aim to spark future research in this area. It may open up space for many useful applications, such as interactive mobile virtual assistants, coaches or customer-care, e-government platforms, interactive assistants for the handicapped, elderly or illiterate, 3D gaming or navigation, quiz competitions or education [47]. It may be used for secure authentication, for enriching communication with emotional aspects or for customizing the communicating-partner’s appearance.

3D talking-heads have their disadvantages too - consuming a lot of resources and not being appropriate for all types of information exchange (such as complex lists or maps). The first aspect should take care of itself by computing power evolution, the second by adding further modalities to the interactive environment.

The article is organized as follows: in Section 2, relevant prior art is surveyed, then we discuss components distribution between server and client in Section 3. In Section 4 we perform power-consumption and graphics benchmarks, and in Section 5 we discuss architecture implications for performing graphics functionalities and speech synthesis on the client, whereas speech recognition on the server. In Sections 6 and 7 we describe the voice and graphics synchronization and details of the software framework. We conclude and discuss future outlook in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK

3D user interfaces are a general trend across multiple disciplines [10], due to their natural interaction aspect and the increasing availability of relevant technology. In the domain of desktop computing, with large displays and multimedia support, use of multi-modal interaction and 3D virtual characters has been on the rise. Virtual characters improve telepresence (the notion of customer and seller sharing the same space) in e-commerce [39] or interaction with technology for elderly people [33]. Learning exercises with virtual characters [47] have shown that audio components improve their perception and that 3D virtual characters are much better perceived than 2D ones. Much effort has also concentrated on building multi-modal mobile interaction platforms [14].

Research into Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA), agents with a human shape using verbal and non-verbal communications [16], shows that people prefer human-like agents over caricatures, abstract shapes or animals, and, moreover, agents with similar personality to their own [16, 32].

Natural interaction with the resources of the global network (especially using voice), is a growing field of interest. Recent works for example develop the idea of the World Wide Telecom Web (WWTW) [25, 3, 4], a voice-driven ecosystem parallel to the existing WWW. It consists of interconnected voice-driven applications hosted in the network [25], a Voice Browser providing access to the many voice sites [3] and the Hyperspeech Transfer Protocol (HSTP) [4] allowing for their seamless interconnection. Developing regions with large proliferation of phones but little Internet literacy are set to benefit. Similarly, mobile platforms would benefit from improved interaction. For example, mobile Web browsing has been shown to be less convenient than desktop browsing [45]. Augmenting the interaction with voice and graphics assistance ought to improve it. Conversely, pure voice-response systems have been shown to benefit from augmenting with a visual interface [50]. This motivates adding more modalities into the user-mobile-client-Web interaction.

Research in assistive technologies has focused on Web interaction by voice and its applicability for the handicapped or elderly. For example the HearSay audio Web browser [41, 46] allows to automatically create voice applications from web documents. An even larger group of the handicapped may be reached if more modalities are used for the interaction, allowing the use of animations or sign-language.

Synchronizing voice (speech) with animation (lip movement) has been addressed before, yet on desktop platforms. The BEAT animation toolkit [11] (based on language tagging) allows animators to input text to be spoken by an animated head, and to obtain synchronized nonverbal behaviors and synthesized speech that can be input to a variety of animation systems. The DECface toolkit [49] focuses on correctly synchronizing synthesized speech with lip animation of virtual characters. A physics-based model [5] (relying on co-articulation – coloring of a speech segment by surrounding segments) and a distributed model [38] (based on phoneme timestamps, as our framework) for synchronizing facial animations with speech have also been presented.

Detailed 3D-face rendering has so far avoided the domain of mobile clients, due to limited computing capacity, display quality and battery lifetime. Previous attempts to render an avatar face on a mobile client have still used non-photorealistic rendering (NPR), such as the cartoon shading [12]. The platform in [12] also has ambitions for strong interactivity, allowing for visual interaction based on video capture and server-based face-expression recognition. However, the character is not automated, but merely conveying the visual expression of the person at the other end of the communication channel.

Previous mobile frameworks for easy application creation [35, 34, 19] were restricted to a particular mobile platform, yet currently there exist many mobile operating systems. Our proposed framework is not only platform independent, but also compatible with desktop facial-modelling tools.

Several languages convenient for talking-head scripting are available. We exploit the SMIL-Agent (Synchronized Multichannel Integration Language for Synthetic Agents) [8] scripting language, based on XML. Related languages developed for talking head scripting are AML (Avatar Markup Language) [24] and ECAF (Authoring Language for Embodied Conversational Agents) [26].

An open modular facial-animation system has been described in [48]. Commercial systems such as FaceGen [45] can be used for creating face meshes, and the Xface [7] represents an open toolkit for facial animations. We take inspiration from these tools, targeted for PC platform, and extend them with the network connection functionality, taking the features of mobile clients and their power-consumption limitations into a consideration.
3. DISTRIBUTED DESIGN ANALYSIS

During the design process of our framework we considered several possible architectures for talking-head-enhanced applications. For a natural conversation between the (real) user and the (virtual) head we need components for 3D rendering, speech recognition, speech synthesis, and application logic. Each of these components can reside either on the client or server side. This section discusses possible architecture alternatives (see also Figures 2, 3 and 4).

3.1 Speech Synthesis

Speech can be synthesized either on the mobile device or on a remote server. In the past, the components for speech synthesis (also called Text-to-Speech engines) on mobile devices used to have somewhat lower quality than components for synthesis on desktop/server PCs, which possess more resources. However, the computational power and available memory of present mobile devices allows to generate voice output with a quality which satisfies the needs for computer-human dialogue. So the impact in quality is almost unrecognizable.

It is a challenging task to synchronize speech and face animation (lips movement). We address the synchronization problem by using phoneme/viseme timestamps [38] (for details of the complete solution see Section 6). For this type of synchronization, it is necessary to have speech synthesis and animation component co-located together. That is why we only support speech synthesis on the client. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section 4, the client-side synthesis is more energy-efficient anyway and therefore should be preferred over the server-side variant.

3.2 Speech Recognition

Speech recognition is significantly more CPU- and memory-intensive than speech synthesis. Suitable mobile speech-recognition solutions are available for scenarios when the set of recognized words is greatly limited (e.g. yes/no answers, one-of-N options or voice dial). Without such constraints (e.g. dictating an arbitrary letter), available mobile solutions are quite error-prone. In such case, for speech recognition it is better to send the recorded voice to a remote server.

Figure 2: Video-streaming architecture is convenient for less powerful mobile phones with fast Internet connection, because it delegates most of the application work to a remote server. It can be easily implemented as platform-independent. We did not include such architecture in our framework, because it is energetically inefficient.

Figure 3: Client-server configuration that uses the server for application-logic processing and for speech recognition. Results of the recognition process are directly provided to the application-logic module. The client side is used for text-to-speech processing, face animation and their synchronization. This architecture is supported by our framework.

Unlike in the case of speech synthesis, our framework supports both server- and client-side speech recognition. However, client-side speech recognition is limited to very small dictionaries (about 50 words) with a simple acoustic and language model.

3.3 Graphics Rendering and Streaming

The visual application content can be rendered either on the mobile phone or on a remote server followed by video-streaming to the phone. The second approach can be easily implemented as platform-independent because there is little code on the client side, but it has also many disadvantages.

Video streaming needs a lot of bandwidth that is often limited in mobile networks. Such architecture moves most components to the server side (see Fig. 2). The server renders video and synthesizes speech. Both are then streamed over the network to the client. The entire application logic resides on the server side.

We have tried the video-streaming approach and our experiments show that latency of up to 400 ms, caused by video compression and network latency, may occur between the user input and a response from the server. Such latency may make voice interface unpleasant, especially if the user expects an immediate response (e.g. using buttons to move a camera within a virtual world). Video-streaming on mobile phones is usually also more power-demanding.

Client-side graphics rendering is less power-demanding, however, it is far more challenging to be implemented as platform-independent and with the limited resources an embedded systems has. Different mobile phone platforms and devices have different rendering capabilities with different APIs. In our framework we use OpenGL ES [23] as the most common and platform-independent mobile rendering API. For head/face rendering we use models generated from FaceGen [45] editor with applied polygon reduction [28, 42, 17] and viseme reduction techniques [13] to reduce the model complexity.

3.4 Connection requirements

According to our experiments, at least a 100 kbps connection throughput is needed for video streaming; otherwise the video quality is not acceptable for a user on a mobile client screen with resolution 320x240. For audio streaming architectures (see Fig. 3), 12 kbps data connection is enough.
Common usual throughput on connections for mobile phones is: GPRS 40 kbps, EDGE 100 kbps, UMTS 300 kbps, Wi-Fi on mobiles 600 kbps. While audio streaming works over all of the above, video streaming requires a higher-bandwidth connection.

4. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

4.1 Graphics Benchmarks

We have performed several benchmark tests to validate the 3D rendering performance and power consumption. For CPU utilization measurement we have used the acbTaskMan utility [1]. All measurements and tests were performed on the HTC Touch Pro mobile device with Qualcomm 528 MHz processor and Windows Mobile 6.1 operating system. Qualcomm chipsets are the most common in current Windows Mobile phones. For demonstration and testing we have developed an OpenGL ES rendering application called GLESBenchmark (see Fig. 5), inspired by [21], which renders a 3D head in a real-time. Selected performance test results are summarized in Table 1.

We conclude that the phone is able to render up to 8000 triangles illuminated by one directional light at 15 frames per second but the speed drops considerably when using a point light. Surprisingly, the rendering speed does not depend on choice of shading method (flat or smooth shading). According to GLBenchmark [21], some other phones (iPhone, Symbian phones) do not have difficulties with rendering of 3D objects illuminated by point light (the rendering speed is nearly the same as in the case of directional light). Textures affect the rendering performance only a little. We used a 512x512 pixel texture in our experiments. Maximum texture size in OpenGL ES is limited to 1024x1024 pixels or less on most mobile platforms.

4.2 Power Consumption

We have made estimates and rough measurements of power consumption for each of the architectures discussed. During the tests the Wi-Fi module with audio streaming was on, the display backlight was set to the minimum value and the automatic turn-off of the display (phone sleep mode) was disabled. Our rendering and Wi-Fi consumption values closely reflect those published at [31], [2] and [15]. Our own measurements (see Table 2) show lower power consumption than estimated in these works, but have the same relative correspondence. This is probably due to lower per-instruction power consumption budget of novel mobile devices.

For video streaming, bandwidth and power consumption do not depend on number of rendered triangles, because we assume them to be processed at the sufficiently fast server. However, highly textured models can negatively affect the video-compression rate. In case that the 3D model is rendered on the client at stable FPS, power consumption rises with the number of triangles because every triangle needs some CPU instructions to be processed. Although we have performed measurements with only three different sizes of models, results show that we can expect power consumption to grow linearly with the number of rendered triangles.

The measurements demonstrate that the video-streaming power consumption is about twice that of the rendering power consumption. A typical 1340 mAh / 3.7 V battery can supply 260 minutes of video streaming or 460 minutes of rendering of a high-detail (2000 triangles) scene.

Mobile device energy-efficiency computational tradeoff is set to have a continuously improving trend, as reported in [22]. # of computations per kWh is doubling approximately every 1.6 years, which is the long-term industry trend. Therefore, the power needed to perform a task requiring a fixed number of computations will halve every 1.6 years, or the performance of mobile devices will continue to double every 1.6 years while maintaining the same battery lifetime. Mobile wireless interfaces rather follow the same trend due to the vast processing required [37, 44] and are therefore unlikely to change the above balance favoring more computing on the mobile client instead of network data streaming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triangles</th>
<th>Female face</th>
<th>Male face</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8864</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>33.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6352</td>
<td>23.69</td>
<td>33.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Shading</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>15.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Shading</td>
<td>12.58</td>
<td>15.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat, Directional Light</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>5.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth, Directional Light</td>
<td>12.42</td>
<td>15.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth, Point Light</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>15.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat, Directional, Textures</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>15.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Face rendering - Frames per second (FPS) depending on lighting, shading and texturing settings.
Figure 6: A synthesized word "Recently" contains three syllables (down) and it is visually represented by seven visemes (up). Viseme position in the timeline is set by the speech synthesizer. During the animation process, the model mesh blends between adjacent visemes.

5. ARCHITECTURE DISCUSSION AND SELECTION

Different applications and mobile phones have different needs. Hardware performance of mobile devices varies greatly. That is why we decide to support both server and client speech recognition. We prefer server-side speech recognition over the client-side due to the limitation of memory and computational power of present mobile devices. Solutions for speech recognition on mobile phones have lower quality than on servers, which possess more resources and produce more natural speech dialog. Speech recognition is also memory- and CPU-intensive and these resources are required for rendering. However, with future increases of computing power of mobile devices, we expect this to change in favor of client-side recognition.

Our video-streaming experiments have shown that latency of up to 400 ms may occur between user input and a response from the server. According to this and the power consumption estimates and tests in Section 4, an architecture with graphics rendered on the mobile phone appears more convenient and efficient than one with the video streamed.

We prefer and support 3D-rendering and speech synthesis to be performed on the client only. It reduces client power consumption and connection-bandwidth needs, and it is also more flexible in terms of user interaction and animation synchronization. Speech synthesis can be performed with sufficient quality on the more powerful mobile phones.

Therefore, we recommend to create applications with server speech recognition and application logic and client synthesis and graphics rendering (see Fig. 3).

6. SYNCHRONIZATION OF FACE ANIMATION WITH SPEECH

The synchronization process is presented in Figure 7. Text is sent to the Text-to-Speech module where the synthesis is performed. During the speech-synthesis process information about each generated phoneme and its duration is logged. While the audio wave data, created during the process, do not require any further processing and are directly saved into the audio stream, the logged phonemes and durations are passed to the conversion (Phoneme to Viseme Conversion). This conversion translates every phoneme to the relevant viseme (basic unit of speech in visual domain). Finally, based on the visemes and the timing information (durations), MPEG4 Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs) are generated and saved as animation stream. The synchronization of face and voice is then guaranteed when both streams are played simultaneously.

7. FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION

On the basis of the above findings we have designed and implemented a platform-independent framework for creating talking-head applications for mobile devices. We have chosen the Qt library [40] for the user interface development

| OpenGL rendering (8192 triangles), WiFi on | 899 mW |
| Video streaming WiFi (100 kb/s) | 1144 mW |
| Video streaming EDGE (100 kb/s), WiFi off | 2252 mW |
| Playing predownloaded video, WiFi on | 752 mW |
| Display on, WiFi on | 402 mW |
| Client voice recognition (PocketSphinx) | 433 mW |
| Server voice recognition using WiFi | 1659 mW |

Table 2: HTC Touch Pro power consumption

Figure 7: Process for generating face animation based on phonemes durations.
and as a base for the entire framework for its flexibility and cross-platform portability. The framework is divided into several software modules and components (see Fig. 8).

The modules User Interface, 3D Renderer and Multimedia are responsible for interaction with user in both visual and acoustic domain. Rendering of 3D contents is performed by OpenGL ES [23] as discussed in section 3.3.

Face animation is generated and processed by the Face Animation module. We decided to use MPEG4 Facial Animation standard [36] (MPEG4 FA) for the animation of talking head and for a face-model features description. For that purpose we have modified and optimized the Xface [7] library to be able to run on mobile devices and platforms. This library provides an API for the MPEG4-FA-based animation and the tools for the face-model description. The Xface library also contains a parser of the SMIL-Agent [8] (Synchronized Multichannel Integration Language for Synthetic Agents) scripting language. It is an XML-based scripting language for creating and animating embodied conversational agents. We use this language for creating dialogues between the user and the talking head. The application is then created by connecting SMIL-Agent scripts into a graph, where the nodes correspond to SMIL-Agent scripts and edges to user decisions (see Fig. 7).

Speech recognition and synthesis is provided by the Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) and Text-to-Speech (TTS) components. Both components have universal interfaces so that support for different engines is available via plugins. Our framework has a built-in support for the Flite TTS engine [9] and the PocketSphinx ASR engine [18]. However, support for other engines is feasible with only a little effort. Moreover, the framework also contains MRCP client for speech recognition, so any existing MRCP server with ASR media support can be used for speech recognition. While the ASR component may reside either on the client or server side, TTS must reside on the client side only, due to necessity of synchronization of face animation and voice.

Application logic and context (e.g. user’s session) is handled on the server side. The client communicates with the server using standard HTTP requests and responses. A standard web server is used for that purposes, but instead of

Figure 8: Framework architecture

HTML output the SMIL-Agent script is used as a response.

Applications created by our framework can run on Windows Mobile, Symbian platforms, desktop Windows, Linux and Mac OS (separate source code compilation for each of the platforms is required). We are currently working on support for the Android, iPhone and MeeGo platforms.

Using our framework we have created two example cross-platform applications. The first is a virtual customer care center and the second is a virtual shop (see Fig. 7). The applications use talking heads generated by FaceGen and they are capable to render an animated head model with 1466 triangles (see Fig.1). The rendering speed of the applications is above 15 FPS (usual mobile video capturing framerate).
8. CONCLUSION

We demonstrate that as mobile clients are becoming more powerful, real-time rendering of a voice-interactive talking head is within their reach and we may expect a boom in voice-interactive 3D mobile applications in fields like entertainment, commerce, education or virtual assistance. The client-server architecture, rendering and synchronizing the 3D and audio components locally and controlling the logic and speech processing remotely, allows applications to be less power-hungry and improves the quality of virtual-character interaction.

By providing a framework for easy creating of virtual-character based application on mobile phones, we would like to spark future research and application development in the area. It is our intention to make the entire platform openly available in the near future.

Currently mobile-phone speech-application developers have to deal with many platform-dependent interfaces. Speech application development can be facilitated by integrating synthesis and recognition libraries to the mobile operating systems. (Currently only Apple iPhone OS and Google Android OS supports native speech synthesis.) In our future work we plan to do some usability testing of performance, voice recognition accuracy and user emotional response. We would also like to focus on the upcoming Windows Phone 7 operation system [30] that supports both speech synthesis and speech recognition through classes that are also part of .NET Compact Framework 4.0.

In the area of distributed architectures we intend to enable easy provisioning of mobile talking-head applications using cloud services. We see the future in such applications because they offer reduced server cost (paid incrementally as utility), better reliability (automated server duplicating), flexibility in computation power and storage space, highly automated server maintenance, scalability and allows software developers to focus more on their core work. The main challenge will likely be portability, as cloud application have to be in a special form (e.g. .NET managed code for Microsoft Azure [29]) and we expect many difficulties in porting current server applications to the cloud.
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